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We present a method of recognising 3-D objects and
determining their position and orientation from single 2-D
images of both noisy and partially occluded shapes.
Our approach combines analytical and structural-type
techniques, adopting a 2-D pose-clustering method combined
with a comparison to a database of 2-D model descriptions
for various object orientations. Object features are used both
to control the amount of computation and to direct the search
of the database.
Features derivedfrom an analysis of the local geometry of
the object boundary are used in matching. Local features are
preferable to global techniques which perform poorly in noisy
conditions and where the object boundary is partially
occluded. In these circumstances, local features provide
sufficient information to enable the object to be recognised and
to determine orientation to within less than seven degrees of
arc, on average, in both the major and minor axes of the object.

1. Introduction
Determining 3-D object orientation from single distorted
2-D image frames is a problem in computer vision/pattern
recognition.
In our study we have used airborne objects, e.g. aircraft.
We have assumed orthographic projection, such that very
little, if any, perspective is present in the image, and that only
the silhouette projection of the viewed object will be available
to us. The method described is not confined to such objects
and can be easily adapted to solve for different viewing
geometries. However, it is not a general purpose technique
because different 3-D objects may project the same 2-D
silhouette. In practice this is unlikely to be the case and
therefore storing a library of such projections to represent the
different orientations of 3-D objects is a feasible approach.
Early work[l,2,3,4,5,6] used global descriptors of shape
such as 2-D and 3-D moment invariants and Fourier
descriptors; these have been used to recognise or classify 3-D
objects from 2-D silhouettes. Given an arbitrary view of a
known object, or one of a small set of objects, a set of shape
descriptors are computed for the silhouette which are then
matched against a library of precomputed descriptors.

The generalised Hough transform[13] is commonly used
[11,14,15,16,17]. Such approaches involve an accumulation
of evidence which either supports or weakens a hypothesis on
the pose of an object in the image. Objects are recognised by
means of a rotation, scaling, translation (RST) transformation
which maps observed image features onto features in the
model. This is achieved by assuming that the object in the
image can be represented by an instance of the model having
undergone some RST transformation and that the object is
rigid. Even with such limitations the approach is viable. A
match is still possible even if some model features are missing,
and if spurious features are found. As a result the method is
able to cope with both noisy and partially occluded objects.
Only the object's 2-D silhouette is available and we have
therefore chosen boundary segments as our local features.
These have been used previously to register aerial imagery
with maps, to recognise instances of objects in aerial
photographs and to match 2-D models to images of 2-D
industrial parts[ll].
We use wire frame models of a Hawk jet trainer and a
missile to generate both model descriptions and test data for
our system. Analytic techniques are used to derive structural
descriptions of object boundaries, in terms of angles and
straight line segments. These features are then used in a
pose-clustering process. When this is combined with matching
to a database of precomputed model descriptions we are able
to recognise and determine the unconstrained orientation of a
3-D object from a single image of its 2-D silhouette projection
with an accuracy of less than seven degrees, on average. The
position of the object within the field of view is unimportant,
as is the scale of the object with respect to its model. Given the
focal length of the camera then the resulting scale factor can
be used to estimate object range.
We use object features to limit the combinatorics of the
clustering and to reduce the im combinations of m model
segments and i image segments by appproximately 90%. By
using simple measures of shape to direct the search of the
database, less than 20% of the model database entries are
selected as possible poses for our matching algorithm.
Heuristics limit the number of hypothesised poses that are
verified to about 30% of the selected model database entries,
and of these only 15% will complete this final stage.

These global methods give good results for complete
shapes not distorted by noise or occlusion. Moments[7] are
2. The Pose-clustering Paradigm
particularly susceptible to noise. Neither method is capable of
representing local information with any degree of accuracy [8]
Consider figure 1 which shows a single image vector Fand
and both degrade rapidly when part of an object's boundary is
a single model vector nt. The RST transformation which will
missing or occluded. As a result there has been a move
bring i~Wo registration with nt may be computed as follows.
towards local descriptions of shape, i.e. comers[9,10],
holes[10], lines [11] and curvature[12].
BMVC 1990 doi:10.5244/C.4.38
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considered. The correct transformation will show up as the
most significant cluster in this 4-D space. The process of
assigning data quads, representing the transformation
parameters, to cells in this 4-D space we term binning.
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Figure 1. An RST transformation.
a.
The rotation angle, a, is given by
a = <Xm-a<

(2)

where Xm = length of model vector, m
and Xi = length of image vector, i.
The translations, Ax and Ay are then given by

A x = pyiisina-p

xn cos a + xim

A y = -p *;; sin a - p yn cosa. + yim-

(3)
(4)

The resulting transformation, in homogeneous
coordinates, is then
[ xm, ym, 1 ] = [ *;, yi, 1 ]

Cm

(1)

where am is the orientation of the model vector, nt, and
Cd is the orientation of the image vector, iT^The scale change,
p, is given by
P=^

5m

p cos a p sin a 0
-p sin a p cos a 0
Ax
Ay 1

(5)

Consider an image which comprises a series of points, each
of which represent a feature of the boundary of the object under
scrutiny e.g. points of maximum curvature. These points are
connected by straight line segments such that our image now
comprises a series of directed line segments or edge vectors.
Next, consider a similar image which will be our model. To
bring the test image into registration with the model, we must
find the RST transformation which optimally brings the object
edge vectors into alignment with the corresponding model
edge vectors.

Figure 2. Both image and model data must be
brought into registration.
We use a hierarchical approach and a series of overlapping
bins in order to prevent the splitting of clusters. Several cluster
centres may be followed up at any given level, and in the final
level the best cluster is chosen from several candidates by
computing "the average degree of alignment " between the
image and model edge vectors. The cluster with the smallest
r.m.s. distance between the vectors provides the final match
which is also optimum in a global sense.

3. Determining 3-D Orientation
Rather than just determining localisation and orientation
in one plane, (i.e the plane of the image) we are able to
determine the orientation of an object in 3-D space and its
position within the field of view.
Orientation is given by three rotation angles, one about
each axis of our coordinate system. The terms yaw, roll and
pitch are commonly applied to airborne objects.The rotation
about the z-axis (pitch) is a rotation in the plane of the image.
The rotation about the y-axis (yaw) is a rotation in and out of
the plane of the image and the rotation about the x-axis (roll)
is a rotation about the longitudinal axis of the object itself.

For any fixed yaw and roll angles the problem reduces to
2-D. Envisage a database containing descriptions of a model
object in terms of its edge segments for a series of yaw and roll
angles corresponding to different 2-D projections, then, given
We use a pose-clustering procedure to achieve this.
an image of this object at some unknown orientation, it is
Consider the image vector at in figure 2, we compute an RST
possible to register this image with model elements in the
transformation which will bring this into registration with the
database. Some combinations of yaw and roll give poor
model vector a%. This transformation comprises a scale
registration but for orientations close to the true orientation of
change, p, a rotation angle, a, and two translations, Ax and Ay.
the object the registration will be good. The problem now
The computed transformation can be considered to contribute
reduces to that of finding the optimum registration of the
a count of one to the particular cell, or bin, in the 4-D space
model edge vectors in the database with those of the object. A
indexed by p, a, Ax and Ay. We can also compute an RST
hypothesise
and test type of approach is used in which simple
transformation which will bring this vector into alignment
measures
of
shape are used to direct a search of the database.
with all of the other model vectors 5m, c~m. These
Each
selected
model entry represents a hypothesised pose of
transformations also contribute counts to their respective bins
the
object
in
our
image. A pose-clustering procedure is used
in the 4-D space. Next image vector 5?is considered and RST
to
derive
the
parameters
of the RST transformation which will
transformations are computed which register it with all of the
bring
the
object
into
registration
with its model description.
model vectors. At the same time the counts associated with the
The
validity
of
the
hypothesised
pose
is tested by applying the
corresponding bins of the 4-D space are incremented. This
resulting transformation to the image data and comparing the
procedure is followed until all image vectors have been
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r.m.s distance between the transformed image and model edge
vectors. The database entry with the smallest r.m.s distance
provides the final match. The yaw and roll angles are given by
the yaw and roll angles of the selected entry in the database
while the pitch angle is produced by the registration process.

4. Equipment Used
We use a PC compatible fitted with an Imaging
Technology Inc. FG-100-AT board. This provides a single, 12
bit image plane of 1024 * 1024 pixels. A single image occupies
512* 512 pixels.
Unused portions of the image plane are used to store data
in the form of integer values in the range of 12 bits, i.e. 0-4095.
We store our database on an unused portion of the image plane.

5. Feature Extraction
Man-made objects such as aircraft, missiles etc. have well
defined geometric outlines. The silhouette of such shapes can
therefore be considered as a series of straight line segments
separated by small regions where the curvature may change
rapidly, perhaps discontinuously. One approach is therefore to
locate points of high curvature and connect them by straight
lines. This method has considerable support from
psychological experiments[18] and as a means of shape
description has become increasingly popular[9,12,19,20].
Our experiments indicate that, when noise is present, the
performance of such algorithms is unreliable and therefore,
locating high curvature points directly is ineffective. Instead,
our approach is to detect the constituent sides of the object
boundary. We search the boundary curve for linear segments
and at the junctions between boundary segments we assign
curvature discontinuities. The use of estimates of general
trends in the curves to derive point features, rather than
attempting to locate the features themselves, means that the
detected positions of rapid curvature changes are much more
stable in the presence of noise which is effectively filtered out.
We fit straight line segments of increasing length to the
boundary curve using a least-squares minimisation. This is
done for a series of points around the boundary which are
equidistant in arc length. Then for each line length we
determine points around the boundary where the errors of fit
are locally minimal producing a sub-set of the original fitted
lines. These points should correspond to regions of the
boundary which approximate straight lines. The resulting lines
are hierarchically assigned to an initially empty map of our
object boundary, such that the longest lines are assigned first.
When a line is assigned its domain on the boundary map is
marked as bound; no other lines can subsequently be assigned
within this domain. This process is continued until either there
are no more lines to fit, or the map becomes full. We
extrapolate assigned lines across any small gaps which might
remain in the map and determine their intersection points.
These points become the object features, corresponding to the
points of maximum curvature.

6. The Model Data

each orientation a description of the model in terms of line
segments is produced. The resulting list of x,y coordinate pairs
constitutes the model description at that orientation. We will
refer to these model descriptions, which go to make up our
database, as model arrays. The description of the object in the
image we will term the image array. The model arrays are
stored on a spare quadrant of the image plane.

7. Retrieving Model data
When searching the database for a best match we wish to
limit the number of model arrays we read and compare, to a
small but suitable subset of the database. With this aim, we
devised a method of pointers to individual model arrays based
upon the area/perimeter ratio, rm. We compute the
area/perimeter ratio of the viewed object, n, and this is used
to direct our search of the database. We scan those model
arrays whose ratio, rm, is within the range
n-t<rm<n

+t

(6)

where tis a predetermined threshold.
The values n ± t represent the upper and lower bounds of
the area/perimeter ratio of model data we wish to compare.
Having located candidate model arrays in this way we match
each with the image array; this match is described next.
In practice, this limits searches to less than 20% of the
database.

8. The Registration Process
The feature detection algorithm produces a list of x,y
coordinates which correspond to end-points of linear segments
around the boundary of the object. Each vertex connecting
adjacent segments is assigned a type depending upon the angle
between the segments. For angles in the range [0, n], a type
"convex" is assigned, whilst for angles in the range [n, 2n],
we assign a type "concave".
The area/perimeter ratio of the description is computed
and model database records whose area/perimeter ratio lies
within the specified range of this value are selected for
comparison. Then, the object description is compared to each
selected model record in turn through a pose-clustering
procedure.
For each selected record only combinations of image and
model segments with the same vertex types are included when
forming the 4-D cluster space. Also, combinations of model
and image edge vectors are rejected if the computed rotation
angle does not fall within ±15 degrees of the difference in the
principal axes of the object and model. This is a robust
procedure to adopt since, even in the case of corrupt data, the
principal axis should not be in error by more than this amount.
This use of object features reduces the number of possible
combinations of image and model arrays by about 90%.
Further reductions in the number of hypothesised poses are
achieved by using the difference in the coordinates of the
centroids of the object and model to constrain the translations
Ax, Ay. We also use the ratio of the square root of the projected
area of object and model to constrain scale factors.

We generate a database of model edge arrays using wire
frame models of a missile and a Hawk jet trainer. Each wire
Initially the cluster space will consist of many different
frame model is rotated through increments of five degrees in
combinations of model and image edge vectors. It is not
yaw & roll, using a standard transformation matrix[21]. At
possible for any one image edge vector to correspond to more
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The algorithm used to identify candidate clusters or
transformations lies at the heart of the method and therefore
needs to be carried out efficiently. An approach which is
hierarchical in nature is described, and rather than clustering
in 4-space directly and forming a 4-D histogram with its
associated high storage requirements, a simple 2-D table
structure is used.
The parameters of each computed candidate
transformation are examined in turn. This information is
entered into an initially empty table which comprises five
columns p, a, Ax, Ay and a count. If a given combination of
parameters is not present then that combination is entered and
the count initialised to one. If already present then the count
is simply incremented. In practice, a single record in the table
will not represent a single transformation, but rather, is a bin
containing a group of transformations whose parameters lie
within a specified range of each other.

show. In this case, the best match also determines the objects
identity.

9. Experimental Results
Wire frame models of a Hawk jet trainer and a missile were
used to generate object data to test our system. The wire frame
models were rotated into many orientations and object
descriptions generated, (section 5). Each computed
description was then matched with our database. This was
performed for both clean images and noisy images. We added
noise[22], in varying amounts, to the traced outline of each
wire frame model and then used these noisy boundaries to
generate line segment descriptions of our objects for matching
to our database. The results in Table 1 are for a noise level
which perturbed =60% of boundary pixels. Figure 3, shows a
orientation

This procedure is performed in a hierarchical fashion,
binning up the data initially on a coarse scale, locating the
candidate clusters at that level which are to be further binned
in subsequent levels. We set a maximum number of such
iterations to be five and terminate the binning when this is
exceeded or when the standard deviation within individual
bins falls within acceptable bounds. In practice, the process
converges after only two or three iterations, and cases which
continue beyond this point are probably mismatches with our
database. In this instance there will be very few possible
model-object edge vector pairs in the final bin. To prevent
clusters from splitting into different bins, we use a series of
overlapping bins.
The data in the finally selected bin gives an estimate of the
RST transformation which will register our object data with
the database entry. We now wish to evaluate how good this
registration is - poor registration indicates an incorrect match.
The estimated transformation is evaluated by applying the
transformation itself to the x,y coordinates which correspond
to the data in the final bin. We then compute the r.m.s
difference between these transformed object coordinates and
those of the model; this is used to select the best match. The
smallest r.m.s error, of those model arrays selected, produces
the estimated orientation of our sensed object. Using object
features means that less than one third of the selected database
entries reach the stage of hypothesis verificatioa To prevent
complete computation of the poorest matches, we set an initial
threshold on the r.m.s. value, and once this value is exceeded
the summing and squaring operations cease. When a complete
pass through a data set is accomplished a new minimum r.m.s.
value is obtained and this becomes the new threshold value.
We find that as few as 5% of the selected database entries reach
this final stage of the matching process.
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then one model edge vector and vice versa. The number of
unique model-object edge vector pairs in our cluster space is
computed and if below a predetermined threshold then the
clustering process is terminated. This threshold is set at 40%
of the number of model edge vectors.
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Table 1. Results for noisy images of both the Hawk(h) and
the missile(m) with "60% of the boundary pixels
perturbed, (rec = recognised; obj = object).
typical noisy object with =60% of the boundary pixels
perturbed. We also tested our system with partially occluded
objects. Partially occluded boundaries were generated by
producing solid silhouettes from the wire frame models and
then masking off selected regions. The boundaries of the

When the model data for several different objects are
combined to produce a single multi-object database, the
system is also able to perform object recognition, as our results
Figure 3. A noisy( =40%) image of the Hawk jet trainer.
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Table 2. These results are for noisy images with 40% of the boundary removed. Both the
complete and partial object is shown alongside each result. The applied noise level resulted
in =*60% of boundary pixels being perturbed.(h=hawk; m=missile; rec=recognised)
resulting clipped shapes were then traced and our line fitting
algorithm used to generate the object descriptions. Table 2,
shows a selection of our results, in each case both the complete
and the occluded silhouette is shown. When noise levels
reached =60% and the amount of occlusion applied was 40%,
the system began to break down, i.e. approximately 1 in 6 test
objects were unrecognised.

10. Discussion

Table 3. shows the average results for all test images.
Because some orientations are not unique, i.e. different
combinations of yaw, roll and pitch produce identical
orientations, some apparently disparate sensed orientations
can in fact be quite accurate. Therefore, in order to quantify
our results we define errors in terms of two angles 0, <)>, which
are the difference in degrees of arc in the major and minor axes
of both sensed and true orientations respectively.
Proportion
occluded
boundary.

Applied noise level
=30%

=60%

uncertainty in degrees of arc
9

<t>

9

0

4.4

4.5

4.8

4.5

10%

5.8

3.6

3.0

3.8

20%

6.4

3.7

6.5

5.9

30%

4.4

6.6

6.1

4.8

For objects with a high degree of symmetry, i.e. the missile,
some different orientations may produce the same silhouette.
As an example, our method will not distinguish between the
orientations 0,0,0 and 0,90,0.. However, the human eye could
not distinguish between these orientations without the aid of
other cues. As a result, we only store and therefore detect roll
angles for the missile in the range [0....85] degrees;

Noise and occlusion will distort an object's shape
sufficiently to conceal, or even add, features. Local methods,
which match parts of a boundary, are more likely to succeed
under such conditions than global shape descriptors.
Using a least squares fit to derive a series of linear
segments which represent the local geometry of the boundary
of an object is effective in reducing the influence of noise and
is a robust method of describing man-made shapes. The
algorithm is also capable of describing small changes in the
orientation of modelled objects.
The combination of a clustering algorithm to derive the
parameters of the RST transformation which maps image data
onto model data with a search of a database of 2-D model
descriptions forms the basis of a system which is capable of
determining object orientation to within an average
uncertainty of 7 degrees of arc in both the major and minor
axes, even when a high degree of noise is present. This method
also produces accurate estimates of the object's position, and
its scaling with respect to its model description.

Table 3. Average results for all images
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Because the method matches individual image edge
segments to model edge segments it is able to cope with
occluded or partial data. We have found that the method
consistently gives good results with up to 30% of the boundary
missing and with noise affecting =60 % of the remaining
edges. When 40% of the boundary is removed the method
occasionally fails to recognise the object and therefore
determine orientation. Nevertheless we have shown that the
method is reasonably robust to both noise and to occluded
objects.
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